
Denis Smith was born in 1930 in Forest Gate in East London, the second oldest of six children. His 

then to South Wales. It was not a happy time and he seemed to have banished the memory from his mind 
as he was never able to say much about it. His childhood was fraught with danger in other ways: no 
one is sure how old he was when he built a house out of blankets draped over a couple of chairs, then 

in Ilford for months. According to his doctor he was ‘shaking hands with the angels’. He recovered, but 
never returned to school, although he used to say that one of the doctors took pity on him and brought 

The fact that he had missed out on schooling didn’t mean his education was over. While working he 

Chartered Mechanical Engineer. It wasn’t all work; in his early twenties he sailed across the channel and 

achievement he was very proud. After lecturing at West Ham College of Technology for many years, 
and making many lifelong friends, early retirement in 1984 gave him the opportunity to spend his time 

becoming Chair in 1972: a position he continued to occupy until 2011. He was instrumental in GLIAS 
winning the BBC Chronicle prize for IA in 1972. He established a number of regular evening classes at 

GLIAS lecture series over the years on topics such as Bazalgette which proved very popular. His ability 
to communicate his enthusiasm inspired his students, many of whom would loyally return year after year. 

their own articles. He became involved in a number of preservation projects, in particular Kirkaldy’s in 
Southwark Street which he had stumbled on quite by accident.

He continued his researches after taking early retirement from the college, which by then was North 
East London Polytechnic, publishing more papers and book chapters on engineering history including, 
as Chairman of the Board, The Dockland History Survey, Civil Engineering Heritage: London and 
the Thames Valley published by the Panel for Historical Engineering Works of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers and a chapter on the engineering of the Houses of Parliament.

He was President, 1997–99, of the Newcomen Society for the Study of the History of Engineering and 
Technology where he published eight papers. He also had a long term involvement with the Association 

Writers’, in 2004.
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His enthusiasm for industrial archaeology comes across clearly in an interview from the Guardian in 
2000, which quotes him as saying:

‘I think everyone loves bridges because they’re so easy to understand … unlike most of civil 
engineering, which can seem very arcane and impenetrable to a layman, anyone can understand 
the principle of a bridge … Just think of all those little stone bridges, built by rule of thumb by 
some medieval stonemason, designed to carry nothing heavier than a horse and cart, which now 
have juggernauts thundering over them every day – they’re miracles of design.’

to explain:

Dr Smith’s obsessive interest in bridges is regarded as slightly over the top even by his peers in 
the Newcomen Society. To him the object of any journey is not the destination but the bridges 
deviated to along the way.

These quotes show Denis’ passion for IA which was tinged with humour, with comments such as ‘you’re 
not here to enjoy yourselves’, to an evening class group in the rain, or ‘I’ll only be a hundredth of a 
second’, to a bus driver stopped to take another picture.

Denis’ other main passion in life was music, mostly English folk music. As with his academic career, he 

a sophisticated and absolutely distinctive harmonic sense. He was musician for the Westminster Morris 
Men for 50 years and could often be found on summer Wednesday evening outside Westminster Abbey 

the end of The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery, sharing a stage with Frankie Howerd, who pretends 

He spent most Saturday evenings travelling the country playing for folk dances, sometimes as part of a 

a concert of music associated, some of it loosely, with industrial themes as part of GLIAS’ contribution 

In 2001 the English Folk Dance and Song Society presented him with their Gold Badge for lifetime 
achievement to honour contributions to the music, and it was one of his proudest moments.

signs of Alzheimer’s were starting to become evident – memory loss and occasional confusion over small 

to Scotland to be nearer Jenny and Matthew. A paper mill site in Penicuik was an appropriate choice and 
Denis and Lyn were warmly welcomed. People kept an eye out for him everywhere, if he was about to 
walk out of the Town Hall on a Saturday morning, someone would always be there to steer him back in. 

Lyn sang.

In the last year he moved in to Aaron House nursing home in Penicuik, where he was cared for by the 
wonderful staff, to whom his whole family is very grateful.

Denis inspired many of us in many different ways and will be remembered with affection by those he 
informed, inspired and entertained.
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